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Neural-Network-Based Near-Optimal Control for a
Class of Discrete-Time Affine Nonlinear Systems

With Control Constraints
Huaguang Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE, Yanhong Luo, Member, IEEE, and Derong Liu, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, the near-optimal control problem for a
class of nonlinear discrete-time systems with control constraints
is solved by iterative adaptive dynamic programming algorithm.
First, a novel nonquadratic performance functional is introduced
to overcome the control constraints, and then an iterative adaptive
dynamic programming algorithm is developed to solve the optimal
feedback control problem of the original constrained system with
convergence analysis. In the present control scheme, there are three
neural networks used as parametric structures for facilitating the
implementation of the iterative algorithm. Two examples are given
to demonstrate the convergence and feasibility of the proposed op-
timal control scheme.

Index Terms—Adaptive dynamic programming, approximate
dynamic programming, control constraints, convergence analysis,
near-optimal control, neural networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ATURATION, dead zone, backlash, and hysteresis are the
most common actuator nonlinearities in practical control

system applications. Saturation nonlinearity is unavoidable in
most actuators. When an actuator has reached certain input
limit, it is said to be “saturated,” since efforts to further increase
the actuator output would not result in any variation in the
output. Due to the nonanalytic nature of the actuator nonlinear
dynamics and the fact that the exact actuator nonlinear func-
tions are unknown, such systems present a challenge to control
engineers. The control of systems with saturating actuators has
been the focus of many researchers for many years. Several
methods for deriving control laws considering the saturation
phenomena can be found in [10], [33], and [38]. However,
most of these methods do not consider optimal control laws
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for general nonlinear discrete-time systems. In this paper, we
study this problem through the framework of the Hamilton–Ja-
cobi–Bellman (HJB) equation from optimal control theory [6],
[9]. Solving the HJB equation is a challenging problem due
to its inherently nonlinear nature. For nonlinear systems, the
HJB equation generally cannot be solved analytically. If the
system’s inputs are constrained, the derived HJB equation is
more difficult to solve and often becomes unsolvable.

For systems with input constraints, a nonquadratic functional
is proposed in [26]–[28] to confront this kind of constraints.
Using nonquadratic functionals, the HJB equation is formulated
and its solution results in a smooth saturated controller. How-
ever it remains difficult to actually solve for the optimal value
function of this HJB equation.

In recent years, in order to obtain approximate solutions of
the HJB equation, adaptive/approximate dynamic programming
(ADP) algorithms have gained much attention from researchers
(cf., [1]–[4], [7], [8], [12]–[25], [29], [32], [34]–[37], [39],
[42], [43], and [45]–[47]). ADP was proposed in [11], [40],
[41], and [44] as a way for solving optimal control problems
forward in time. In [42], ADP approaches were classified into
several schemes including heuristic dynamic programming
(HDP), action-dependent heuristic dynamic programming
(ADHDP), also known as -learning [40], dual heuristic
dynamic programming (DHP), ADDHP, globalized DHP
(GDHP), and ADGDHP. Moreover, in [3], a greedy iterative
HDP scheme with convergence proof is proposed for solving
the optimal control problem for nonlinear discrete-time systems
with known mathematical model, which does not require an
initially stable policy. In [12], a successive approximation
method using generalized Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (GHJB)
equation is proposed to solve the near-optimal control problem
for affine nonlinear discrete-time systems, which requires small
perturbation assumption and an initially stable policy.

Though ADP algorithms have made great progress in the op-
timal control field, to the best of our knowledge, it is still an
open problem how to solve the optimal control problem for dis-
crete-time systems with control constraints based on ADP al-
gorithms. In this paper, we will give a positive answer to the
question on how to find a constrained optimal control if the actu-
ator has saturating characteristic. First, the HJB equation for dis-
crete-time systems with control constraints is derived using non-
quadratic functionals. In order to solve this HJB equation, a new
iterative adaptive dynamic programming algorithm is presented
with convergence proof. Furthermore, in order to facilitate the
implementation of the iterative ADP algorithm, we show how to
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introduce neural networks to obtain the costate function. This in
turn results in a near-optimal state feedback controller suitable
for saturated actuators. Moreover, for the nonlinear plant whose
mathematical model is too difficult to construct, we employ a
model network to approximate the nonlinear dynamics of the
plant.

In brief, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) Propose a novel nonquadratic functional to deal with con-

trol constraints of nonlinear discrete-time systems and de-
rive the corresponding discrete-time HJB equation.

2) Prove that the iterative value function sequence converges
to the optimal value function, i.e., the infimum of all
the value functions obtained by admissible control law
sequences, and show that this optimal value function
satisfies the HJB equation.

3) Implement the iterative adaptive dynamic programming al-
gorithm by introducing the costate function, which avoids
the computation of a derivative term and an integral term
in solving the optimal control law.

4) Utilize two neural networks to approximate the costate
function and the corresponding control law, respectively.
Specifically, use a model network to approximate the non-
linear system dynamics, which renders the iterative adap-
tive dynamic programming algorithm suitable to the plants
whose mathematical models are unknown.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the discrete-
timeHJBequationispresentedforconstrainednonlinearsystems.
In Section III, the optimal control scheme is developed based
on iterative adaptive dynamic programming algorithm and the
corresponding neural network implementation of the iterative al-
gorithm is presented. In Section IV, two examples are given to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed optimal control
scheme. In Section V, concluding remarks are given.

II. DISCRETE-TIME HJB EQUATION FOR CONSTRAINED

NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

Consider a class of discrete-time affine nonlinear systems as
follows:

(1)

where is the state vector, and and
are differentiable with respect to their ar-

guments with . Assume that is Lipschitz
continuous on a set in containing the origin, and that
the system (1) is controllable in the sense that there exists
at least a continuous control law on that asymptotically
stabilizes the system. We denote

,
, where is the saturating bound for the

th actuator. Let be the constant diagonal matrix
given by .

In this paper, we study the design of an optimal controller for
this class of constrained discrete-time systems, i.e., our objec-
tive is to find an optimal state feedback controller that can make

when . Specifically, it is desired to find the
optimal control law so that the control sequence

with each

minimizes the generalized performance functional as follows:

(2)

where , is positive definite, and
the weight matrix is also positive definite.

For optimal control problems, the state feedback control law
must not only stabilize the system on but guarantee that

(2) is finite. Such a control law is said to be admissible [8].
Definition 1: A control law is said to be admissible with

respect to (2) on if is continuous with for
and stabilizes (1) on , , and for

, is finite, where and
, .

Based on the above definition, we are ready to explain the ad-
missible control law sequence. A control law sequence

is called admissible if the resultant control se-
quence stabilizes the system (1) with
any initial state and guarantees that is finite.
It should be mentioned that in this case, each control action
obeys a different control law, i.e., is produced by control
law for Moreover, the control law sequence

is also called the nonstationary policy
in the literature [5].

For convenience, in the sequel, is used to denote
the optimal value function which is defined as

, and is used to denote the corre-
sponding optimal control law.

For unconstrained control problem, in the perfor-
mance functional (2) is commonly chosen as the quadratic form
of the control input . However, in this paper, to confront
the bounded control problem, based on [28], we employ a non-
quadratic functional as follows:

(3)

where is positive definite and assumed to be diagonal for sim-
plicity of analysis, , , denotes ,
and is a bounded one-to-one function satisfying
and belonging to and . Moreover, it is a mono-
tonic increasing odd function with its first derivative bounded by
a constant . Such a function is easy to find, and one example
is the hyperbolic tangent function . It should be
noticed that by the definition above, is assured to be
positive definite because is a monotonic odd function
and is positive definite.

According to Bellman’s principle of optimality, the optimal
value function should satisfy the following HJB equa-
tion:

(4)
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The optimal control law should satisfy

(5)

The optimal control problem can be solved if the optimal
value function can be obtained from (4). However, there
is currently no method for solving this value function of the con-
strained optimal control problem. Therefore, in the next section,
we will discuss how to utilize the iterative adaptive dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm to seek the near-optimal control solution.

III. THE NEAR-OPTIMAL CONTROL BASED ON ITERATIVE

ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM

This section consists of three subsections. In the first subsec-
tion, the iterative adaptive dynamic programming algorithm is
derived, while the corresponding convergence proof is presented
in the second subsection, and the implementation of the optimal
control scheme is described in the third subsection.

A. Derivation of the Iterative Adaptive Dynamic
Programming Algorithm

Since direct solution of the HJB equation is computationally
intensive, we develop in this paper an iterative adaptive dynamic
programming algorithm, based on Bellman’s principle of opti-
mality and the greedy iteration principle.

First, we start with initial value function which
is not necessarily the optimal value function. Then, we find the
law of single control vector as follows:

(6)

and update the value function as

(7)

Therefore, for , the iterative adaptive dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm then iterates between

(8)

and

(9)

It can be seen that based on (8), (9) can further be written as

(10)

where .
In summary, in this iterative algorithm, the value function se-

quence and control law sequence are updated by im-
plementing the iteration between (8) and (10) with the iteration
number increasing from 0 to .

To further explain the iteration process, next we analyze this
iterative algorithm. First, based on (10), we can obtain

(11)

where .
Then, by further expanding (10), we have

(12)

where .
From (12), it can be seen that during the iteration process, the

control actions for different control steps obey different control
laws. After the iteration number , the obtained control law
sequence is . With the iteration number in-
creasing to , the obtained control law sequence has the length
of . For the infinite-horizon problem, both the optimal value
function and the optimal control law are unique. Therefore, it
is desired that the control law sequence will converge when the
iteration number . In the following, we will prove that
both the value function sequence and the control law se-
quence are convergent.

B. Convergence Analysis of the Iterative Adaptive
Dynamic Programming Algorithm

For the unconstrained case, a convergence proof of the value-
iteration-based HDP algorithm is addressed in [4]. In this paper,
in order to prove the convergence characteristics of the itera-
tive ADP algorithm for constrained nonlinear systems, we first
present two lemmas before presenting our theorems. For conve-
nience, the nonquadratic functional
will be written as in the sequel.

Lemma 1: Let be an arbitrary sequence of control laws,
and be the control law sequence as in (8). Let be as in
(9) and be

(13)
If , then .
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Proof: It is clear from the fact that is the result of
minimizing the right-hand side of (9) with respect to the control
input , while is a result of arbitrary control input.

Lemma 2: Let the sequence be defined as in (9). If the
system is controllable, then there is an upper bound such that

.
Proof: Let be a sequence of stabilizing and ad-

missible control laws, and let , where is
updated by (9) and is updated by

(14)
From (14), we can further obtain

(15)

Thus, the following relation can be obtained:

...

(16)

where .
Let , and then (16)

can further be written as

(17)

Note that is an admissible control law sequence, i.e.,
as . Therefore, there exists an upper bound

such that

(18)

Combining with Lemma 1, we can obtain

(19)

Next, Lemmas 1 and 2 will be used in the proof of our main
theorems.

Theorem 1: Define the value function sequence as in
(10) with , and the control law sequence as in (8).
Then, we can conclude that is a nondecreasing sequence
satisfying .

Proof: For convenience of analysis, define a new sequence
as follows:

(20)
with . The control law sequence is
updated by (8) and the value function sequence is updated
by (10).

In the following, we prove that by
mathematical induction.

First, we prove that it holds for . Noticing that

(21)
we have for

(22)

Second, we assume that it holds for , i.e., for any ,
. Then, for , since

(23)
and

(24)
hold, we can obtain

(25)
i.e., the following equation holds:

(26)

Therefore, (26) is proved by mathematical induction.
Furthermore, from Lemma 1, we know that

. Therefore, we have

(27)

Next, we are ready to exploit the limit of the value function
sequence when .
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Let be the th admissible control law sequence. Sim-
ilar to the proof of Lemma 2, we can construct the associated
sequence as follows:

(28)
with .

Let . Then, the
following relation can be obtained:

(29)

Let , then we have

(30)

Combining (29) and (30), we can obtain

(31)

Theorem 2: Define as in (30), and the value
function sequence as in (10) with . For any state
vector , define , which can
be considered as the “optimal” value function starting from

under all admissible control law sequences with length
. Then, we can conclude that is the limit of the value

function sequence .
Proof: According to the definition of , the as-

sociated control law sequence is admissible. Thus, it
is guaranteed that is finite, i.e.,

is finite. Hence, for any , there exists an upper bound
such that

(32)

Combining with Lemma 1, we can further obtain

(33)

Since , for any , there ex-
ists a sequence of admissible control laws such that the
associated value function satisfies .
According to (33), we have for any
and . Thus, we can obtain

. Noting that is chosen arbitrarily, we have

(34)

On the other hand, since
, we have . According

to the definition of admissible control law sequence, the
control law sequence associated with the value function

must be an admissible control law sequence,
i.e., there exists a sequence of admissible control laws
such that . Combining with
the definition , we can obtain

(35)

Therefore, combining (34) and (35), we can conclude that
, i.e., is the limit of the value

function sequence .
Next, let us consider what will happen when we make

in (9). The left-hand side is simply . But for the right-
hand side, it is not obvious to see since the minimum will be
reached at different for different . However, the following
result can be proved.

Theorem 3: For any state vector , the “optimal” value
function satisfies the HJB equation

.
Proof: For any and , according to (9), we have

(36)

According to Theorems 1 and 2, the value function se-
quence is a nondecreasing sequence satisfying

, hence the relation
holds for any . Thus, we can obtain

(37)

Let , then we have

(38)

Since in the above equation is chosen arbitrarily, the fol-
lowing equation holds:

(39)
On the other hand, for any , the value function sequence sat-

isfies

(40)
Combining with , we have

(41)
Let , and then we can obtain

(42)
Combining (39) and (42), we have

(43)

According to Theorems 1 and 2, we can conclude that
, and

. Furthermore, according to Theorem 3, we have
.

Therefore, we can conclude that the value function sequence
converges to the optimal value function of the dis-

crete-time HJB equation, i.e., as . Since the
value function sequence is convergent, according to (5) and (8),
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we can conclude that the corresponding control law sequence
converges to the optimal control law as .

It should be mentioned that the value function we con-
structed is a new function that is different from ordinary perfor-
mance functional. Via Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we have shown
that for any , the function sequence is a
nondecreasing sequence, which will increase its value with an
upper bound. This is in contrast to other works in the literature,
e.g., [12], where the value functions are constructed as a non-
increasing sequence with lower bound. Moreover, it should be
noted that we do not require every control law in the sequence

to be admissible. What we need is a control law sequence
to be admissible, i.e., the resultant sequence of control vectors
to stabilize the system. Similar framework can be found in [4].

C. Implementation of the Iterative Adaptive
Dynamic Programming Algorithm

1) Derivation of the Iterative Dual Heuristic Programming
(DHP) Algorithm: First, we assume that the value function

is smooth. In order to implement the iteration between (8)
and (10), for , we further assume that the minimum
of the right-hand side of (8) can exactly be solved by letting the
gradient of the right-hand side of (8) with respect to equal
to zero, i.e.,

(44)

Therefore, for , the corresponding control law
can be obtained by solving the above equation, i.e.,

(45)

From (45), we find that the control law at each step
of iteration has to be computed by ,
which is not an easy task. Furthermore, at each iteration step of
value function in (10), there exists an integral term

to compute, which is a large
computing burden. Therefore, in the following, we will present
another method called iterative dual heuristic programming
(DHP) algorithm to implement the iterative adaptive dynamic
programming algorithm.

Define the costate function , which is sim-
ilar to the framework in [30]. Here, we assume that the value
function is smooth so that exists. Then, the recurrent
iteration between (8) and (10) can be implemented as follows.

First, we start with an initial costate function . Then,
for , by substituting into (45),
we can obtain the corresponding control law as

(46)

For , according to (10), we
can obtain

(47)

According to (44) and (45), we have

(48)

Therefore, (47) can further be written as

(49)

i.e.,

(50)

Therefore, the iteration between (46) and (50) is an imple-
mentation of the iteration between (8) and (10). From (46), the
control law can directly be obtained by the costate function.
Hence, the iteration of value function in (10) can be omitted in
the implementation of this iterative algorithm. Considering the
principle of DHP algorithm in [32], such iterative algorithm is
called iterative DHP algorithm.

Next, we present a convergence analysis of the iteration be-
tween (46) and (50).

Theorem 4: Define the value function sequence by (10)
with . Define the control law sequence as in (46)
and update the costate function sequence as in (50) with
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. Furthermore, define the optimal value as the limit
of the costate function when value function approaches
the optimal value . Then, the costate function sequence
and the control law sequence are convergent as .

Proof: According to Theorems 1–3, we have proved
that and satis-
fies the corresponding HJB equation, i.e.,

. Therefore,
we conclude that the value function sequence converges
to the optimal value function of the discrete-time HJB equation,
i.e., as . With ,
we conclude that the corresponding costate function sequence

is also convergent with as . Since the
costate function is convergent, we can conclude that the corre-
sponding control law sequence converges to the optimal
control law as .

Remark 1: In the iterative DHP algorithm, via the costate
sequence (50), the corresponding control law sequence can di-
rectly be obtained by (46), which does not require the compu-
tation of . Furthermore, in (10), there
is an integral term to compute at
each iterative step, which is not an easy task. However, in (50),
the integral term has been removed, which greatly reduces the
computational burden. On the other hand, in order to compute
the costate function by (50), the internal dynamics and

of the system are needed. In the implementation part of
the algorithm, a model network is constructed to approximate
the nonlinear dynamics of the system, which avoids the require-
ment of knowing and .

2) RBF Neural Network Implementation of the Iterative DHP
Algorithm: In the iterative DHP algorithm, the optimal control
is difficult to solve analytically. For example, in (46), the control
at step is a function of costate at step . Closed-form
explicit solution is difficult to solve if not impossible. Therefore,
we need to use parametric structures, such as neural networks, to
approximate the costate function and the corresponding control
law in the iterative DHP algorithm. In this paper, we choose
radial basis function (RBF) neural networks to approximate the
nonlinear functions.

An RBF neural network (RBFNN) [31] consists of three
layers (input, hidden, and output). Each input value is assigned
to a node in the input layer and passed directly to the hidden
layer without weights. Nodes at the hidden layer are called RBF
units, determined by a vector called center and a scalar called
width. The Gaussian density function is used as an activation
function for the hidden neurons. Then, linear output weights
connect the hidden and output layers. The overall input–output
equation of the RBFNN is given by

(51)

where is the input vector,
is the activation function of the th RBF unit in the hidden layer,

is the center of the th RBF unit, is the number of
RBF units, and are the bias term and the weight between
hidden and output layers, and is the th output in the -di-
mensional space. Once the optimal RBF centers are established

Fig. 1. The structure diagram of the iterative DHP algorithm.

over a wide range of operating points of the plant, the width of
the th center in the hidden layer is calculated by the following:

(52)

where and are the th value of the center of the th and
th RBF units, respectively. In (51) and (52), represents

the Euclidean norm. To avoid the extensive computational com-
plexity during training, the batch mode -means clustering al-
gorithm is used to calculate the centers of the RBF units.

In order to implement the iterative adaptive dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm, i.e., implement the iteration between (46)
and (50), we employ RBF neural networks to approximate the
costate function and the corresponding control law
at each iteration step . In the implementation of the iterative
DHP algorithm, there are three networks, which are model net-
work, critic network and action network, respectively. All neural
networks are chosen as RBF networks. The inputs of the model
network are and and the inputs of the critic net-
work and action network are and , respectively.
The diagram of the whole structure is shown in Fig. 1.

For unknown plants, before carrying out the iterative DHP
algorithm, we first train a model network. For any given
and , we can obtain , and the output of the
model network is denoted as

(53)
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where is the input vector of the
model network.

We define the error function of the model network as

(54)

The weights in the model network are updated to minimize the
following performance measure:

(55)

The weight updating rule for model network is chosen as a gra-
dient-based adaptation rule

(56)

where is the learning rate of the model network.
After the model network is trained, its weights are kept un-

changed.
The critic network is used to approximate the costate function

. The output of the critic network is denoted as

(57)

The target costate function is given as in (50). Define the error
function for the critic network as

(58)

The objective function to be minimized for the critic network is

(59)

The weight updating rule for the critic network is a gradient-
based adaptation given by

(60)

where is the learning rate of the critic network, and is
the inner-loop iterative step for updating the weight parameters.

In the action network, the state is used as input to create
the control action as the output of the network. The output can
be formulated as

(61)

The target value of the control is obtained by (46). So
we can define the error function of the action network as

(62)

The weights of the action network are updated to minimize the
following performance error measure:

(63)

The updating algorithm is similar to the one for the critic net-
work. By the gradient-descent rule, we can obtain

(64)

Fig. 2. The convergence process of the costate function at � � ����������,
� � ������ ����, and � � ����� ��	�.

where is the learning rate of the action network, and is
the inner-loop iterative step for updating the weight parameters.

From the neural network implementation, we can find that in
this iterative DHP algorithm, is re-
placed by , which is just the output of the critic
network. Therefore, it is more accurate than computing by back-
propagation through the critic network as in [3].

Remark 2: It should be noted that even though we use RBF
networks for function approximation in our work, any function
approximation schemes available in the literature will suffice.
Although the RBF network seems to perform better than other
networks in our simulation examples, it still has the scaling
problem. The number of RBF units needed to cover the state
space will grow exponentially with the dimensionality of the
plant. Therefore, the difficulty of implementing the iterative al-
gorithm will be more apparent when the dimensionality of the
plant is high. However, this method is specially suitable for the
domains where the state space is continuous and the controlled
plants are Lipschitz continuous affine nonlinear systems, such as
power systems (see the synchronous generators in [31]), chem-
ical systems (see the continuously stirred tank reactor in [8]),
and robot systems (see the two-link planar RR robot arm in
[12]). Meanwhile, as far as we know, this is the first time that the
optimal control problem under control constraint is addressed
for discrete-time nonlinear systems in the framework of adap-
tive dynamic programming. The present near-optimal control
law from the iterative algorithm developed in this paper is a con-
strained closed-loop feedback control law, which is preferred by
most designers in practice.

3) Design Procedure of the Approximate Optimal Controller:
Based on the iterative DHP algorithm, the design procedure of
the optimal control scheme is summarized as follows.

1) Choose , , , , , , and the
weight matrices and .

2) Construct the model network
with the initial weight parameters chosen randomly
in and train the model network with a random
input vector uniformly distributed in the interval
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Fig. 3. The costate function �� ��� �� for � � �� � � � � ���, where���� � � �

���.

Fig. 4. The costate function �� ��� �� for � � �� � � � � ���, where���� � � �

���.

and arbitrary initial state vector in until the given
accuracy is reached.

3) Set the iterative step . Set the initial weight param-
eters of critic network as zero so that the initial value
of the costate function , and initialize the action
network with the weight parameters chosen randomly
in .

4) Choose randomly an array of state vector
from the opera-

tion region and compute the corresponding output
target by
(46), where the state vector at the next time instant

is computed
by the model network (53). With the same state vector

and
, compute the resultant output target

by
(50).

5) Set . With the data set
, update

the weight parameters of the critic network by
(60) for steps to get the approximate costate function

.

6) With the data set , up-
date the weight parameters of the action network by
(64) for steps to get the approximate control law .

7) If

go to step 9); otherwise, go to step 8).
8) If , go to step 9); otherwise, set and go

to step 4).
9) Set the final approximate optimal control law

.
10) Stop.

As stated in Theorem 4, the iteration algorithm will be con-
vergent with and the control sequence

as . However, in practical applications, we cannot
implement the iteration until . Actually, we iterate the
algorithm for a max number or with a prespecified accu-
racy to test the convergence of the algorithm. In the above
procedure, there are two levels of loops. The outer loop starts
from step 3) and ends at step 8). There are two inner loops in
steps 5) and 6), respectively. The inner loop of step 5) includes

iterative steps, and the inner loop of step 6) includes
iterative steps. The array of state vector is chosen randomly at
step 4). Suppose that the associated random probability density
function is nonvanished everywhere. Then, we can assume that
all the states will be explored. So we know that the resulting net-
works tend to satisfy (46) and (50) for all state vectors . The
limits of and will approximate the optimal costate vector

and control vector , respectively. The parameters and
are chosen by the designer. The smaller the value of

is set, the more accurate the costate function and the optimal
control law will be. If the condition set in step 7) is satisfied, it
implies that the costate function sequence is convergent with the
prespecified accuracy. The larger the value of in step 8) is
set, the more accurate the obtained control law will be at
the price of increased computational burden.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

In this section, two examples are provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the control scheme developed in this paper.

Example 1 (Nonlinear Discrete-Time System): Consider the
following nonlinear system [12]:

(65)
where

and assume that the control constraint is set to .
Define the performance functional as

(66)
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Fig. 5. The state trajectory � .

Fig. 6. The state trajectory � .

where , and the weight matrices are chosen as

and

First, we perform the simulation of iterative adaptive dynamic
programming algorithm. In this iterative algorithm, we choose
RBF neural networks as the critic network, the action network,
and the model network with the structures of 2–9–2, 2–9–1,
and 3–9–2, respectively. The training sets are selected as

and , which is the operation region of the
system. It should be mentioned that the model network should
be trained first. The initial state vectors are chosen randomly in

. Under the learning rate of , the model network
is trained until the given accuracy is reached. After
the training of the model network is completed, the weights
are kept unchanged. Then, the critic network and the action
network are trained with the learning rates
and the inner-loop iteration number .
Meanwhile, the prespecified accuracy is set to . De-
note the outer-loop iteration number as . After implementing
the outer-loop iteration for , the convergence

Fig. 7. The control input �.

Fig. 8. The state variables curves without considering the actuator saturation
in the controller design.

curves of the costate function are shown in Figs. 2–4. It can be
seen that the costate function is basically convergent with the
outer-loop iteration . In order to compare the different
actions of the control laws obtained under different outer-loop
iteration numbers, for the same initial state vector
and , we apply different control laws to the plant for
30 time steps and obtain the simulation results as follows. The
state curves are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, and the corresponding
control inputs are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the system
responses are improved when the outer-loop iteration number
is increased. When , the system responses only improve
slightly in performance.

It should be mentioned that in order to show the convergence
characteristics of the iterative process more clearly, we set the
required accuracy to a very small number and we set
the max iteration number to twice of what is needed. In this
way, the given accuracy did not take effect even when the
max iteration number is reached. Therefore, it seems that the
max iteration number becomes the stopping criterion in
this case. If the designer wants to save the running time, the
prespecified accuracy can be set to a normal value so that
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Fig. 9. The control input curve without considering the actuator saturation in
the controller design.

Fig. 10. The convergence process of the costate function at � � ������ ����,
� � ����������, and � � ������	�.

the iteration process will be stopped once the accuracy is
reached.

Moreover, in order to make comparison with the controller
designed without considering the actuator saturation, we
also present the system responses obtained by the controller
designed regardless of the actuator saturation. The actuator
saturation actually exists, and therefore, in the simulation, if
the control input overruns the saturation bound, it is limited to
the bounded value. After simulation, the state curves is shown
in Fig. 8 and the control curve is shown in Fig. 9.

From the simulation results, we can see that the iterative
costate function sequences do converge to the optimal ones
with very fast speed, which also indicates the validity of the
iterative ADP algorithm for dealing with constrained nonlinear
systems. Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 9, we can see that in
Fig. 7, the restriction of actuator saturation has been overcome
successfully, but in Fig. 9, the control input has overrun the

Fig. 11. The costate function 
� ��� �� for � � �� ���	�� � � � � ���	��,
where ���� � � � ���.

Fig. 12. The costate function 
� ��� �� for � � �� ���	�� � � � � ���	��,
where ���� � � � ���.

saturation bound, and therefore, is limited to the bounded value.
From this point, we can conclude that the proposed iterative
ADP algorithm is effective in dealing with the constrained
optimal control problem.

Example 2 (Mass-Spring System): Consider the following
discrete-time nonlinear mass-spring system:

(67)

where is the state vector and is the control input.
Define the performance functional as

(68)
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Fig. 13. The state trajectory � .

Fig. 14. The state trajectory � .

where the control constraint is set to , and the weight
matrices are chosen as

and

The training sets are and . The critic
network, the action network, and the model network are chosen
as RBFNNs with the structures of 2–16–2, 2–16–1, and 3–16–2,
respectively. In the training process, the learning rates are set to

. Other parameters are set the same as those
in Example 1. After implementing the outer-loop iteration for

, the convergence curves of the costate function
are shown in Figs. 10–12. It can be seen that the costate function
is basically convergent with the outer-loop iteration .
In order to compare the different actions of the control laws
obtained under different outer-loop iteration numbers, for the
same initial state vector and , we apply
different control laws to the plant for 300 time steps and obtain

Fig. 15. The control input �.

Fig. 16. The state curves without considering the actuator saturation in con-
troller design.

the simulation results as follows. The state curves are shown
in Figs. 13 and 14, and the corresponding control inputs are
shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that the closed-loop system is
divergent when using the control law obtained by , and the
system’s responses are improved when the outer-loop iteration
number is increased. When , the system responses
basically remain unchanged with no significant improvement in
performance.

In order to make comparison with the controller without con-
sidering the actuator saturation. We also present the controller
designed by iterative ADP algorithm regardless of the actuator
saturation. The state curves are shown in Fig. 16 and the control
curve is shown in Fig. 17.

From the simulation results, we can see that the iterative
costate function sequence does converge to the optimal one
very fast. Comparing Fig. 15 with Fig. 17, we can find that in
Fig. 15, the restriction of actuator saturation has been overcome
successfully, which further verifies the effectiveness of the
proposed iterative ADP algorithm.
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Fig. 17. The control curve without considering the actuator saturation in con-
troller design.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed an effective algorithm for finding
the approximate optimal controller for a class of discrete-time
constrained systems. First, a new type of nonquadratic func-
tional was defined to deal with the control constraint, and then,
the iterative adaptive dynamic programming algorithm was de-
veloped to seek for the costate function of the constrained op-
timal control problem with convergence analysis. Three neural
networks were used as parametric structures to facilitate the im-
plementation of the iterative algorithm. Simulation studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed optimal control
algorithm.
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